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January 27, 2017 

 

Kirby Winn 
Oil and Gas Liaison 
Garfield County 
via email:  

Re:  Pipeline Installation Activities at Ursa BMC B and BMC D Pad Locations 

 

Mr. Winn, 

As you are aware, the Colorado Oil and Gas Conservation Commission (COGCC) issued 
Form 2A Oil and Gas Location Assessment (OGLA) Permits to Ursa Operating Company 
LLC (Ursa) to construct the BMC B and BMC D Pads in Battlement Mesa, Garfield 
County, Colorado.  Garfield County (the County) provided separate approvals for the 
same two oil and gas pads and separately approved the installation of pipelines to 
gather gas and collect produced water from the locations.  Summit Midstream 
(Summit) later acquired the rights to “install, maintain, and operate” the pipeline, 
and advised the Garfield County Board of County Commissioners on January 3, 2017. 

On January 12, 2017, a COGCC field inspector became aware of construction activity 
within the permitted boundaries of the BMC B Pad and BMC D Pad oil and gas 
locations.  The field inspector contacted a COGCC reclamation inspector who 
conducted construction inspections on January 12 and 13, per COGCC procedures.  
Photographs taken by the COGCC reclamation inspector are included in Attachment 1. 

During subsequent meetings with the County, Ursa, and Summit Midstream, it became 
clear to COGCC that although the pipeline installations are integral to the planned oil 
and gas operations, and are being staged within the permitted boundaries of the oil 
and gas locations, they are not regulated by COGCC.  Instead, the pipeline installation 
work, being conducted by Summit, is regulated by the County under County-issued 
permits.   

This letter provides a summary of COGCC’s onsite observations and recommendations 
for further action by the County.   
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BMC B Pad: 

 COGCC observed an access road constructed to the pad area, which had been 
staked at the perimeter.   

 COGCC observed that although vegetation had been removed, heavy grading 
had not been done, and topsoil had not been removed and segregated for 
protection as is required by COGCC rules.  The topsoil, now devoid of 
vegetation, was saturated.   

 Heavy equipment operating on the site and other vehicle traffic observed can 
damage the topsoil.  This activity will damage the soil structure and potentially 
affect the biological activity within the topsoil, which can delay revegetation 
and impede site stabilization efforts.   

 COGCC observed stormwater ponding behind loose berms, wheel ruts, and 
various degrees of erosion and sedimentation.   

 COGCC observed the following stormwater Best Management Practices (BMPs): 
o Silt fence (approximately 100 feet installed at the northeast corner of 

the site) and 
o Ditches (ditches are installed along both sides of the access road and 

along a portion of the northern edge of the site). 
 COGCC observed the following insufficient BMPs: 

o Unconsolidated soil berms (scraped vegetation and topsoil were utilized 
as unconsolidated perimeter berms at the north edge of the site; 
unconsolidated berms are not a properly engineered BMP, however 
compaction of this material would further degrade the topsoil), 

o Straw wattles (straw wattles installed in the access road ditches were 
not installed in accordance with good engineering practices),  

o Sediment and pipeline fluid traps (pipeline flushing fluids were directed 
to an excavation; the excavation was also receiving stormwater from 
onsite and in ditches along the access road.  There was no stabilized 
outlet nor any indication of design capacity; the sediment trap was not 
designed or being operated in accordance with good engineering 
practices), and 

o Minimal topsoil removal and protection (clear and grub operations have 
been completed; as described above, topsoil left in place has been 
saturated and compacted rather than segregated and protected). 

 Based on GPS points collected in the field, COGCC observed an area of 
disturbance that nearly completely overlaps the approved BMC B Pad oil and 
gas location (see Attachment 2). 

BMC D Pad: 

 COGCC observed an access road constructed to the pad area, which had been 
staked at the perimeter.   

 COGCC observed that vegetation had been removed to varying degrees across 
the site, heavy grading had not been done, and topsoil had not been removed 
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and segregated for protection as is required by COGCC rules.  The topsoil, now 
devoid of vegetation, was saturated.  Some topsoil had been scraped into an 
unconsolidated perimeter berm. 

 COGCC observed stormwater ponding behind loose berms, wheel ruts, and 
various degrees of erosion and sedimentation.   

 COGCC observed the following stormwater BMPs: 
o Ditches (ditches are installed along the access road and along portions of 

the edge of the site). 
 COGCC observed the following insufficient BMPs: 

o Unconsolidated soil berms (scraped vegetation and topsoil were utilized 
as unconsolidated perimeter berms at the north edge of the site; 
unconsolidated berms are not a properly engineered BMP, however 
compaction of this material would further degrade the topsoil; at the 
southwest corner of the site, stormwater had breached the berms 
causing erosion and transport of sediment offsite, no downstream BMPs 
observed), 

o Straw wattles (straw wattles installed in the access road ditches were 
not installed in accordance with good engineering practices and were 
overwhelmed by sediment and being undercut by stormwater),  

o Minimal topsoil removal and protection (clear and grub operations have 
been completed; as described above, topsoil left in place has been 
saturated and compacted rather than segregated and protected), and 

o Earthen edging (loose earthen edging along the access road at the site 
entrance had been breached by vehicle traffic.  The breach included 
wheel ruts, vegetation damage and soil damage outside the boundaries 
of the intentionally disturbed area).   

 Based on GPS points collected in the field, COGCC observed an area of 
disturbance that overlaps the approved BMC D Pad oil and gas location (see 
Attachment 3). 

As described above, COGCC observed improper practices at the BMC B and BMC D Pad 
pipeline staging areas that would not be in compliance with COGCC rules, including 
inadequate topsoil protection, insufficient stormwater management, and a lack of 
effective stormwater controls.  

COGCC recommends that the County follow up with Summit regarding their topsoil 
management and protection practices.  COGCC’s site preparation and stabilization 
rules, Rule 1002, are a recommended reference for these activities.   

COGCC recommends that the County refer the sites to the Colorado Department of 
Public Health and Environment, Water Quality Control Division (CDPHE-WQCD) for 
review and inspection.   

COGCC has required certain pre-construction activities and notices by Ursa prior to 
commencement of operations for the construction of the two oil and gas locations.  
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While the areas of disturbance from the current pipeline operations overlap and may 
be duplicative of the oil and gas location work that Ursa would otherwise have to 
perform at the locations, COGCC finds that we do not have the authority to inspect or 
enforce our rules or permits during Summit’s operations.   

Ursa indicated they will be submitting their notices to us in late February at which 
time, these sites will become oil and gas locations under COGCC rules and compliance 
with COGCC rules, including those for topsoil protection and stormwater, will be 
required.  Based on our observations of actions taken by Summit Midstream during 
their construction activity at the sites, Ursa may have difficulty complying with those 
rules upon taking possession of the sites. 

I appreciate the open dialogue with you and your staff and look forward to continuing 
to work closely with you as these projects move forward.  Please let me know how I 
can be of further assistance.   

Kind regards,  

 

Greg Deranleau 
Environmental Manager 

Attachments. 

CC: Margaret Ash, COGCC 
Dave Kubeczko, COGCC 
Tamra Allen, Garfield County 
Tracey Jensen, Summit 
Jennifer Lind, Ursa 
Location Files 



  

 

 

ATTACHMENT 1 

BMC B Pad and BMC D Pad Site Photographs 



Photo#1: Ditch at East Side of Access Road leading into Location. 

January 12, 2017 
Inspection Photos: URSA B Pad Loc#447695 



Photo#2: End of Access Road,  Ditch  SW is  flowing NE into  BMP shown in Photo #3. 

January 12, 2017 
Inspection Photos: URSA B Pad Loc#447695 



Photo#3: Sediment Basin / Retention Pond  receives SW Runoff from Access Road and Vac 
Truck Pipeline Flushing /Fluids..  

January 12, 2017 
Inspection Photos: URSA B Pad Loc#447695 



Photo#4:  Over view of Location From Entrance; Topsoil not removed before 
commencement of Construction is being  Compacted & not Protected. 

January 12, 2017 
Inspection Photos: URSA B Pad Loc#447695 



Photo#5:  Silt Fence Installed  at NE Corner of Location. 

January 12, 2017 
Inspection Photos: URSA B Pad Loc#447695 



Photo#6:   View along West side of Location to North.  

January 12, 2017 
Inspection Photos: URSA B Pad Loc#447695 



Photo#7:  Unconsolidated  berm at North side of Location.  
 

January 12, 2017 
Inspection Photos: URSA B Pad Loc#447695 



Photo #8:  Aerial imagery using COGCC GIS Online database of the south BMC pad, 
showing  GPS points taken at each corner of Construction Disturbance  at location on 
January 13, 2017.  
 

January 12, 2017 
Inspection Photos: URSA B Pad Loc#447695 



Photo#1:  View West;  Clear and Grub Operations have been completed to different 
degrees across Location, 

January 12, 2017 
Inspection Photos: Ursa Loc#446582 



Photo#2:  Scraped Vegetation and Topsoil implemented as unconsolidated perimeter Berms 
along West edge of Location 

January 12, 2017 
Inspection Photos: Ursa Loc#446582 



Photo#3:  SW has breached Berm at SW corner 

January 12, 2017 
Inspection Photos: Ursa Loc#446582 



Photo#4:  Close up of  SW discharge  area  in photo #3;  erosion and  Sediment Migration 
Off Site. 

January 12, 2017 
Inspection Photos: Ursa Loc#446582 



Photos #5&6: 
Wattles in Access Road Ditches are overwhelmed by sediment and being undercut by SW. 

January 12, 2017 Inspection Photos: Ursa Loc#446582 



 
Photos #7&8: 
Loose earthen Edging along Access Road at entrance into Location has been breached by Heavy 
Equipment which rutted and compacted area that had not been scraped 

January 12, 2017 Inspection Photos: Ursa Loc#446582 



Photo#9:  Pipeline Work extending from  NE  edge of Access Rd and Location. 

January 12, 2017 
Inspection Photos: Ursa Loc#446582 



Photo#10:  Survey Marker  for edge  of Disturbance; Pipeline Staging Area appears to be 
directly on top of Oil & Gas Location. 

January 12, 2017 
Inspection Photos: Ursa Loc#446582 



 

 

 

ATTACHMENT 2 

BMC B Pad Pipeline Staging Area Disturbance and Oil and Gas Location Boundary 
Overlay 



URSA BMC B Pad 

• Using Ursa’s Location Drawing from approved 
Form 2A, compared to GPS waypoints collected 
by COGCC reclamation inspector 1/13/17.   

• 2 images overlayed using the surveyed and visible 
buildings as reference points (small polygons with 
fill). 

• Scale Confirmed by outlining the visible storage 
yard area. 

• Red unfilled polygon represents area approved on 
COGCC Form 2A.  







 

 

 

ATTACHMENT 3 

BMC D Pad Pipeline Staging Area Disturbance and Oil and Gas Location Boundary 
Overlay 

 

 

 



COGCC approved Location Drawing BMC D Pad 



GPS waypoints collected at the corners of the disturbed site 1/13/17. 



Approve Oil and Gas Location boundary superimposed on aerial photo showing 
overlapping disturbances.  
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